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Abstract
Functional Block Diagrams (FBD) are commonly used as a
graphical representation for probabilistic risk assessment in
a wide range of complex engineering applications. An FBD
models the stochastic behavior and cascading dependencies
of system components or subsystems. Within FBD-based
safety analysis, Event Trees (ET) dependability modeling
techniques are typically used to associate all possible risk
events to each subsystem. In this paper, we conduct the for-
mal modeling and probabilistic risk assessment of a nuclear
power plant in the HOL4 theorem prover. Using an FBDmod-
eling in HOL4 of the nuclear Boiling Water Reactor (BWR),
we formally determine all possible classes of accident events
that can occur in the BWR. We compare our formal analysis
in HOL4 with those obtained analytically and by simulation
using Matlab and the specialized Isograph tool. Experimental
results showed the superiority of our approach in terms of
scalability, expressiveness, accuracy and CPU time.

CCS Concepts: • Computing methodologies → Mod-
eling and simulation; Model development and analysis;
Model verification and validation; • General and reference
→ Cross-computing tools and techniques; Reliability; •
Mathematics of computing→ Mathematical analysis;
Numerical analysis.

Keywords: Functional Block Diagrams, Event Trees, Safety
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1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation
In many safety-critical complex systems, a catastrophic acci-
dent may happen due to the coincident occurrence of multi-
ple sudden events in different subsystem components. These
undesirable accidents in safety-critical systems may result
in huge financial losses and sometimes severe injury or fatal-
ities. Therefore, the central safety inquiry in many complex
systems is to identify the possible consequences given that
one or more sudden events could happen at a subsystem
level. For that purpose, several dependability modeling tech-
niques have been developed for safety analysis of critical-
systems, such as Fault Trees (FT) [15], Reliability Block Dia-
grams (RBD) [22] and Event Trees (ET) [19]. FTs and RBDs
are used to either analyze the factors causing a complete
system failure or the complete success relationships of a
system only, respectively. In contrast to FTs and RBDs, ETs
provide a complete analysis for all possible complete/partial
failure and success consequence scenarios that can occur in
a system. Moreover, ET analysis can be used to associate fail-
ure and success events to all subsystems of a safety-critical
system in more complex hierarchical structures, such as
Functional Block Diagrams (FBD) [11]. An FBD is a graphi-
cal representation of the detailed system functionality and
the functional relationship between all its subsystems that
are represented as Functional Blocks (FB). Each FB describes
the failure characteristics of a subsystem by modeling its
component failure and success relationship in terms of an ET
structure [19]. All these subsystem level ETs associated with
their corresponding FBs are then composed together to build
a complete subsystem-level ET model of a complex system.
In this paper, we propose to conduct the formal probabilistic
analysis of a nuclear power plant modeled in terms of FBDs.

1.2 Literature Review
We recently developed, in [2], a comprehensive library (the-
ory) in the HOL4 theorem prover [21] for ET analysis, which
allowed us to perform the formal probabilistic risk assess-
ment for any given system consisting of N components at
the system level [5]. Based on that ET library, we performed,
in [3], the formal system-level reliability analysis of a Mi-
crogrid system incorporating distributed renewable energy
generation systems. Moreover, in [4], we proposed a com-
bined library of ETs and FTs analysis techniques in HOL4
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for large scale n-level cause consequence failure analysis of
power networks at the subsystem generation level. A limita-
tion of the above work is that we can only assign two states
to each subsystem, i.e., YES (success) and NO (failure). If plan-
ners/designers need to assign multi-state of complete/partial
failure and reliability to each subsystem during the reliabil-
ity analysis of realistic systems, then we need a hierarchical
graph structure based on ETs, such as Functional Block Dia-
grams (FBD), for the probabilistic risk assessment.

Papazoglou [11] was the only researcher to lay down the
probabilistic risk analysis of a nuclear power plant using
FBDs, where the analysis is done purely manually using a
paper-and-pencil approach. Following the recommendations
of safety standards, such as IEC 61850 [16], EN 50128 [8],
and ISO 26262 [17], we have formalized, in [1], the FBD
mathematical foundations in HOL4 in order to enable the
formal analysis of multi-state subsystem components and
obtain all possible consequence classes (e.g., partial failure,
partial success, etc.) that can occur in the whole system at
the subsystem level [1]. The proposed formalization in HOL4
defines a basic FBD constructor Functional Block (FB), which
can be used to build the mathematical expressions of n-level
FBDs based on multi-state subsystem components [1].

1.3 Contributions and Paper Organization
In this paper, we conduct the FBD-based safety analysis of a
nuclear power plant generation system using formal meth-
ods. In particular, we use the HOL4 theorem prover to for-
mally verify the probabilistic expressions at the subsystem-
level for all the nuclear Boiling Water Reactor (BWR) safety
outcome classes of accident events that can occur in the nu-
clear reactor. Subsequently, in order to validate our formally
verified probabilistic risk assessment results, we compare
our formal analysis results with those obtained analytically
and by simulation using existing techniques and tools for
risk assessment. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first work that uses formal methods for the probabilistic risk
assessment of a nuclear BWR. Moreover, conducted exper-
imental results showed the superiority of our approach in
terms of scalability, expressiveness, accuracy and CPU time.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2

introduces the preliminaries for the reader to understand
the rest of the paper. In Section 3, we present the formal
FBD-based safety analysis of the nuclear power plant. Lastly,
Section 4 concludes the paper.

2 Preliminaries
2.1 Functional Block Diagrams
Functional Block Diagrams (FBDs) are a probabilistic risk
assessment technique that can construct hierarchical ET
structures to perform subsystem-level reliability analysis
for complex systems. A Functional Block (FB) is the basic

constructing element of an FBD graph that represents the sto-
chastic behavior of each subsystem in a safety-critical system.
To present a clear understanding of FBD-based safety anal-
ysis, consider a turbine governor system of a steam power
plant that controls the position of a steam inlet valve (V),
which in turn regulates the steam flow to the turbine and
thus controls the output power. The valve operates with
an induction motor (IM) that is energized by a power sup-
ply (PS), as shown in Fig. 1. The main objective of the valve
is to control the Steam Flow (SF) at point B given the flow
situation at point A and a command signal C that dictates
the required function of the valve, i.e. open or close. The FBD
six step-wise analysis, defined by Papazoglou [11], are as:

1. FBD Construction: A system FBD (decomposed into
FBs) is constructed based on the engineering knowl-
edge to describe the subsystem-level behavior, as shown
in Fig. 2.

2. ET Generation: Construct a complete ET model corre-
sponding to each subsystem FB. Assuming each subsys-
tem component is represented by two operating states
only, i..e, Success (S) or Fail (F). Fig. 3 depicts the sub-
system complete ETs, i.e., ET1(Complete) , ET2(Complete)
and ET3(Complete) corresponding to FB1, FB2 and FB3,
respectively, of the steam-turbine governor.

3. ET Composition: All ETs associated with their corre-
sponding FBs are composed together considering the
functional behavior of the governor system to form
a complete subsystem-level ET model. For instance,
ET1(Complete) , ET2(Complete) and ET3(Complete) are com-
posed to form the subsystem-level ETGovernor, as shown
in Fig 3, with all possible complete/partial failure and
reliability ET consequence paths that can occur.

4. Probabilistic Analysis: Lastly, evaluate the probabili-
ties of the system complete ET paths based on the
occurrence of a certain event. These probabilities rep-
resent the likelihood of each unique sequence at the
component-level that is possible to occur in a system
so that only one can occur. For example, the probability
of IM Complete Failure (CF) and Governor Complete
Success (CS) shown in Fig 3, i.e.,

∑
probability(Paths 4−31)

 

A B 
SF 

V 

IM 

PS 

C 

Figure 1. Steam-Turbine Governor of a Power Plant
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Figure 2. FBD of Steam-Turbine Governor

and Path0, respectively, can be expressed mathemati-
cally after shorthand as:

𝑃𝑟 (IM𝐶𝐹 ) = 𝑃𝑟 (PS𝑆 ) × 𝑃𝑟 (C𝑆 ) × 𝑃𝑟 (IM𝐹 )+
𝑃𝑟 (PS𝑆 ) × 𝑃𝑟 (C𝐹 ) + 𝑃𝑟 (PS𝐹 )

𝑃𝑟 (Governor𝐶𝑆 ) = 𝑃𝑟 (PS𝑆 ) × 𝑃𝑟 (C𝑆 ) × 𝑃𝑟 (IM𝑆 )×
𝑃𝑟 (SF𝑆 ) × 𝑃𝑟 (V𝑆 )

(1)

where 𝑃𝑟 (𝑋𝐹 ) is the probability of failure for a compo-
nent 𝑋 and 𝑃𝑟 (𝑋𝑆 ) represents the correct functioning
of the component, i.e., 1 - 𝑃𝑟 (𝑋𝐹 ).

2.2 FBD Library in HOL4
In [1], we have developed a HOL4 library (theory) for the
the formal modeling and analysis of FBDs using theorem
proving. For instance, we formalized the notion of FBDs by
defining a modeling function for its basic element FB, in
HOL4 as follows:
Definition 1: Functional Block
⊢ FB (S::I𝑁 ) = I𝑁

⊗𝑁
L S

where the function
⊗N

L takes two input lists and generates
a corresponding complete ET mathematical model. S is a
list of all subsystem internal components failure and success
states and I𝑁 is a two-dimensional list of all inputs states that
affect the subsystem FB, i.e., I𝑁 = [[I1]; [I2]; [I3];. . . ; [I𝑛]].
Also, we can obtain the ET model of a specific functional
block FB 𝑗 by defining a function FB𝐸𝑇 , in HOL4 as follows:
Definition 2: Functional Block ET
⊢ FB𝐸𝑇 FB 𝑗 = ETREE (NODE FB 𝑗)

To construct multiple consecutive 𝑁 FBs, we define the fol-
lowing recursive function FB𝑁

𝐸𝑇 , in HOL4 as follows:
Definition 3: Multiple Functional Block ET
⊢ FB𝑁

𝐸𝑇
(FB1::FB𝑁 ) = FB𝐸𝑇 FB1::FB𝑁

𝐸𝑇
FB𝑁

Then, we defined a three-dimensional function FB𝑁 that
takes 𝑁 FBs, where each FB takes an arbitrary list of 𝑛-
inputs and then generates the corresponding complete FBD
model to obtain all possible risk consequences of failure and
reliability, in HOL4 as:

(5) 

IMF 
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Figure 3. Steam-Turbine Governor ET Diagrams

Definition 4: Three Dimensional 𝑁 Functional Blocks
⊢ FB𝑁

(
SI1::SI2::SI𝑁

)
=

FB
(
MAP (_a. FB a) (SI1::SI2::SI𝑁 )

)
The prime purpose of the above-mentioned formalization

of FBDs is to build a reasoning support for the subsystem-
level formal safety analysis of realistic complex systems
within the sound environment of HOL4. In the next sec-
tion, we present the formal FBD-based safety analysis of
a nuclear power plant generation system to illustrate the
applicability of our proposed formal approach.

3 Nuclear Power Plant System
An electrical power system consists of threemajor sectors [13]:
(i) generating power stations; (ii) transmission lines; and
(iii) distribution grids. A Nuclear Power Plant [20] is a ther-
mal generating station that has the capability to produce
24,000MWhper 1 kg uranium [6]. For that reason, it is widely
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Figure 4. Nuclear Power Plant Structure [9]

used by developing countries to satisfy the rapid increase in
customers’ demands. However, nuclear power installations
are vulnerable to accidents causing the contamination with
radioactive material, which would make a large surrounding
area uninhabitable for thousands of years. Therefore, there is
a dire need to develop safety analysis techniques for nuclear
power plants making them more safe to radioactive disasters
and enable back-up decisions [7]. Inside the nuclear power
station, the conversion to electrical energy takes place simi-
lar to other thermal power stations, as shown in Fig. 4 [9].
First, the nuclear reactor heats the reactor coolant, which
could be water or gas, based on the reactor’s type. Then,
the reactor coolant passes to a steam generator, which heats
water and produces a steam flow. The pressurized steam flow
then goes to a steam turbine, which starts to produce power
and the remaining vapor is condensed through a condenser.
The condenser is used to exchange heat through a secondary
side, for instance, a river or a cooling tower. The condensed
water is again pumped back to the steam generator and the
cycle repeats. In the sequel, we use our formalization of FBDs
to analyze in HOL4 the probabilities of all possible classes
of accident events that can occur in the nuclear reactor.

3.1 Formal FBD Modeling
Fig. 5 [11] depicts the system-level FBD of a nuclear Boil-
ing Water Reactor (BWR) that could have one of the fol-
lowing Initial Events (IE) [14]: (a) L: Large loss of coolant

accident; (b) M: Medium loss of coolant accident; and (c) S:
Small loss of coolant accident; and (d) T : Transient accident.
Based on these IEs, there are four classes of accidents that
can occur, as shown in Fig. 5: (1) CLASS I : Containment in-
tact when the nuclear reactor core melts at low pressure;
(2) CLASS II : Containment failing when the nuclear reac-
tor core melts; (3) CLASS III : Containment intact when the
nuclear reactor core melts at high internal pressure; and
(4) CLASS IV : Containment failing prior to the nuclear reac-
tor core melting due to severe overpressure. The characteris-
tic of each class is based on the melting time of the reactor’s
core, i.e., before or after the containment, as well as the pres-
sure status when the containment fails. All these parameters
affect the extent of the consequences of the radioactivity
released in the surrounding environment. The system-level
FBD analysis of the BWR system for safety of the nuclear
power plant can be formally modeled, in HOL4 as:
Definition 5:
⊢ System_Level_FBD_BWR [[L;M;S;T];[SBWR]]

[PSUCCESS;PCLASS_I;PCLASS_II;PCLASS_III;PCLASS_IV] =
FB𝐸𝑇 [⊞ PSUCCESS (FB [[L;M;S;T];[SBWR]]);

⊞ PCLASS_I (FB [[L;M;S;T];[SBWR]]);
⊞ PCLASS_II (FB [[L;M;S;T];[SBWR]]);
⊞ PCLASS_III (FB [[L;M;S;T];[SBWR]]);
⊞ PCLASS_IV (FB [[L;M;S;T];[SBWR]])]

where the function⊞ takes the function FB and a partition-
ing event list P corresponding to a certain reliability events
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Figure 5. System-Level FBD of BWR

and outcomes the corresponding ET model, as described
in [2]. To study the internal states of the reactor SBWR hier-
archically, the system-level FBD is decomposed into 3 major
first-level FBs (Fig. 6) as [11]:
(1) Reactivity Control (FB1): It stops the chain reaction of the

reactor. It is mainly controlled by the insertion of control
rods, as shown in Fig. 4. It has two internal states: (a) 𝐶1
represents that the reactivity is successfully controlled;
and (b) 𝐶2 represents that the reactivity cannot be con-
trolled.

(2) Reactor Coolant Inventory Control (FB2): It provides the
reactor core with an adequate amount of coolant to main-
tain its necessary inventory. Two internal states are con-
sidered: (a) 𝑅1 represents the successful functioning of
the reactor coolant inventory control; and (b) 𝑅2 the fail-
ure of the reactor coolant inventory control.

(3) Decay Heat Removal (FB3): It removes the decay and the
stored heat from the reactor core to the environment. It
considers two internal states: (a) 𝐻1 represents that the
function of decay heat removal can be done successfully;
and (b) 𝐻2 represents the failure of decay heat removal.
We can formally define the decomposed first-level FBD

model of the BWR system, as shown in Fig. 6, in HOL4 as:
Definition 6:
⊢ Let WC′

1
= ⊞ PC′

1
(FB [[L;M;S;T];[C1;C2]])

in
FIRST_LEVEL_FBD_BWR
[[L;M;S;T];[C1;C2];[R1;R2];[H1;H2]]
[PC′

1
;PC′

2
;PR′1;PR′2;PR′3;PH′

1
;PH′

2
] =

FB𝐸𝑇 [⊞ PC′
2
(FB [[L;M;S;T];[C1;C2]]);

⊞ PR′2 (FB [WC′
1
;[R1;R2]]);

⊞ PR′3 (FB [WC′
1
;[R1;R2]]);

⊞ PH′
2
(FB [⊞ PR′1
(FB [WC′

1
;[R1;R2]]);[H1;H2]]);

⊞ PH′
1
(FB [⊞ PR′1
(FB [WC′

1
;[R1;R2]]);[H1;H2]])]

Now, we can decompose the first-level FBD of BWR to
multiple-levels describing the details of BWR safety functions,
as shown in Fig. 7 [11] to obtain a complete 6,144 possible
test cases (4×2×3×2×2×2×2×2×2×2×2). The decomposed
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Figure 6. First-Level FBD of BWR

FBD is constructed based on the nuclear power engineering
knowledge to describe the system behavior, which can be
summarized as follows [11]:
(1) The process to control the reactor coolant inventory of

BWR can be performed either at high or low pressure.
The first priority is to do the control process at high
pressure (FB21), but if it is not available, then the pro-
cess should be performed at low pressure (FB23) through
a depressurization of the reactor coolant circuit (FB22),
as shown in Fig. 7.

(2) The integrity of the high-pressure reactor coolant in-
ventory (FB21) can be preserved through using either a
feed-water Power Conversion System (PCS) (FB212) or
High Pressure Core Injection (HPCI) and Reactor Core
Isolation Cooling (RCIC) (FB213). This is done after the
water relief operation (FB211), which opens safety valves
enough for relieving the pressure from the circuit. The
failure to relieve the pressure will lead to an undesir-
able break.

(3) The low pressure reactor coolant inventory control (FB23)
is decomposed into three safety functions: (a) Low Pres-
sure Coolant Injection (FB231); (b) Emergency Coolant
Injection (FB232); and (c) Coolant Recirculation (FB233).

(4) Finally, the decay heat (FB3) is removed from the reactor
core using: (a) Direct Power Conversion (DPC) (FB31);
and (b) Residual Heat Removal (RHR) (FB32), which trans-
fer the decay heat to a heat-sink in the power station.

Each FB of the BWR can be assigned with a multi-state
model for safety analysis, as shown in Fig. 8 [7]. Assuming
that each FB has two possible safety states only (correct func-
tioning𝑋1 and failure operation𝑋2). Since the pressure relief
process (FB211) is a very critical process, therefore, it is repre-
sented by 3-state model (see Fig. 8): (a) 𝑌1: Safety valve func-
tions correctly for pressure relief (opens and then recloses);
(b) 𝑌2: Safety valve fails to open; and (c) 𝑌3: Safety valve func-
tions partly properly (opens but fails to recloses), as shown
in Fig. 7. Based on the above detailed description of the de-
composed multiple-levels FBD of the nuclear power plant
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Figure 7. FBD Multiple-Levels Decomposition of BWR

system, we can formally define its graphical FBD, as shown
in Fig. 7, associated with all the safety classes, in HOL4 as:
Definition 7:
⊢ Let
WC′

1
= FB [[L;M;S;T];[C1]];

WC′
2
= FB [[L;M;S;T];[C2]];

WQ′
1
= FB𝑁 [WC′

1
;[Y1];[Q1]];

WU′
1
= FB𝑁 [[WC′

1
;[Y1];[Q2]];

[WC′
1
;[Y3]];[U1]];

WZ′
2
= FB𝑁 [[WC′

1
;[Y1];[Q2]];

[WC′
1
;[Y3]];[U2];[Z2]];

WV′
1
= FB𝑁 [[WC′

1
;[Y1];[Q2]];

[WC′
1
;[Y3]];[U2];[Z1];[V1]];

WV′
2
= FB𝑁 [[WC′

1
;[Y1];[Q2]];

[WC′
1
;[Y3]];[U2];[Z1];[V2]];

WE′2 = FB𝑁 [WC′
1
;[Y2];[E2]];

WI′1 = FB𝑁 [WC′
1
;[Y2];[E1];[I1]];

WI′2 = FB𝑁 [WC′
1
;[Y2];[E1];[I2]];

WX′
1
= FB𝑁 [WQ′

1
;WU′

1
;WV′

1
;WI′1;[X1]];

WW′
1
= FB𝑁 [WQ′

1
;WU′

1
;WV′

1
;WI′1;[X2];[W1]];

WW′
2
= FB𝑁 [WQ′

1
;WU′

1
;WV′

1
;WI′1;[X2];[W2]];

LIEs = [L ↓ ; M ↓; S ↓; T ↓]
LStates = [[C1 ↑; C2 ↓]; [Y1 ↑; Y2 ↓; Y3 ↓];

[Q1 ↑; Q2 ↓]; [U1 ↑; U2 ↓];
[Z1 ↑; Z2 ↓]; [V1 ↑; V2 ↓];
[E1 ↑; E2 ↓]; [I1 ↑; I2 ↓];
[X1 ↑; X2 ↓]; [W1 ↑; W2 ↓]]

in
OUTCOME_CLASS_I_BWR LIEs LStates =

1 2 
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Figure 8. Multi-State Models for Safety Studies

FB𝐸𝑇 (FB𝑁
𝐸𝑇

[WV′
2
;WZ′

2
])

OUTCOME_CLASS_II_BWR LIEs LStates =
FB𝐸𝑇 (WW′

2
)

OUTCOME_CLASS_III_BWR LIEs LStates =
FB𝐸𝑇 (FB𝑁

𝐸𝑇
[WE′2;WI′2])

OUTCOME_CLASS_IV_BWR LIEs LStates =
FB𝐸𝑇 (WC′

2
)

OUTCOME_SUCCESS_BWR LIEs LStates =
FB𝐸𝑇 (FB𝑁

𝐸𝑇
[WX′

1
;WW′

1
])

where the failure function ↓ or Cumulative Distribution Func-
tion (CDF) takes a component 𝑋 and returns a set of all the
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values less or equal to time t, i.e., 𝑋 ≤ 𝑡 , while the success
function ↑ is the complement of the function ↓, i.e, 𝑋 > 𝑡 .

3.2 Formal FBD Probabilistic Analysis
Using our proposed ET and FBD probabilistic theorems and
under their constraints, we can formally verify the proba-
bilistic expression at the subsystem-level for any of the BWR
safety outcome classes that could occur in the nuclear power
plant. We assume that the failure and success events of all
components within the nuclear power plant system are ex-
ponentially distributed, which is well-known as memoryless
and is routinely used in the reliability analysis of realistic
systems, i.e., X ↓ = 1 - e(−_𝑋 𝑡 ) and X ↑ = e(−_𝑋 𝑡 ) , where
_𝑋 is the failure rate of the component X and 𝑡 is a time in-
dex. For the numerical results, we assume that the reliability
study is undertaken for one year only, i.e., t = 8760 hours
(24 hours × 365 days), so that the summation of failure and
success probabilities for each component is equals to one.
Therefore, we can verify the probabilistic mathematical ex-
pressions of all safety outcome classes at the subsystem-level
for the nuclear power plant, respectively, in HOL4 as:
Theorem 1: Containment Failing when BWR Core Melts
⊢ Ω𝑁

𝐶
[L;M;S;T] ⇒

prob p (OUTCOME_CLASS_II_BWR LIEs LStates) =
(1 − e(−_𝐿𝑡 ) ) × e(−_𝐶𝑡 ) × e(−_𝑌 2𝑡 ) × e(−_𝑌 3𝑡 ) × e(−_𝑄𝑡 ) ×
(1 − e(−_𝑋 𝑡 ) ) × (1 − e(−_𝑊 𝑡 ) ) + (1 − e(−_𝑀 𝑡 ) ) × e(−_𝐶𝑡 ) ×
e(−_𝑌 2𝑡 ) × e(−_𝑌 3𝑡 ) × e(−_𝑄𝑡 ) × (1 − e(−_𝑋 𝑡 ) ) ×
(1 − e(−_𝑊 𝑡 ) ) + (1 − e(−_𝑆𝑡 ) ) × e(−_𝐶𝑡 ) × e(−_𝑌 2𝑡 ) ×
e(−_𝑌 3𝑡 ) × e(−_𝑄𝑡 ) × (1 − e(−_𝑋 𝑡 ) ) × (1 − e(−_𝑊 𝑡 ) ) +
(1− e(−_𝑇 𝑡 ) ) × e(−_𝐶𝑡 ) × e(−_𝑌 2𝑡 ) × e(−_𝑌 3𝑡 ) × e(−_𝑄𝑡 ) ×
(1 − e(−_𝑋 𝑡 ) ) × (1 − e(−_𝑊 𝑡 ) ) + (1 − e(−_𝐿𝑡 ) ) × e(−_𝐶𝑡 ) ×
e(−_𝑌 2𝑡 ) × e(−_𝑌 3𝑡 ) × (1 − e(−_𝑄𝑡 ) ) × e(−_𝑈 𝑡 ) ×
(1 − e(−_𝑋 𝑡 ) ) × . . . × . . .
+ . . . + . . . + . . . +
(1 − e(−_𝑀 𝑡 ) ) × e(−_𝐶𝑡 ) × (1 − e(−_𝑌 3𝑡 ) ) × e(−_𝑈 𝑡 ) ×
(1 − e(−_𝑋 𝑡 ) ) × (1 − e(−_𝑊 𝑡 ) ) + . . . + (1 − e(−_𝑆𝑡 ) ) ×
e(−_𝐶𝑡 ) × (1 − e(−_𝑌 3𝑡 ) ) × (1 − e(−_𝑈 𝑡 ) ) × e(−_𝑍 𝑡 ) ×
e(−_𝑉 𝑡 ) × . . . × . . . + . . . + . . . + . . .

where the function Ω𝑁
𝐶
ensures that all multi-state events

are distinct (not similar to each other) and disjoint (cannot
occur at the same time), as described in [2].
Theorem 2: Containment Intact at High Internal Pressure
⊢ Ω𝑁

𝐶
[L;M;S;T] ⇒

prob p (OUTCOME_CLASS_III_BWR LIEs LStates) =
(1 − e(−_𝐿𝑡 ) ) × e(−_𝐶𝑡 ) × (1 − e(−_𝑌 2𝑡 ) ) × (1 − e(−_𝐸𝑡 ) ) +
(1 − e(−_𝑀 𝑡 ) ) × e(−_𝐶𝑡 ) × (1 − e(−_𝑌 2𝑡 ) ) × (1 − e(−_𝐸𝑡 ) ) +
(1 − e(−_𝑆𝑡 ) ) × e(−_𝐶𝑡 ) × (1 − e(−_𝑌 2𝑡 ) ) × (1 − e(−_𝐸𝑡 ) ) +
(1 − e(−_𝑇 𝑡 ) ) × e(−_𝐶𝑡 ) × (1 − e(−_𝑌 2𝑡 ) ) × (1 − e(−_𝐸𝑡 ) ) +
(1 − e(−_𝐿𝑡 ) ) × e(−_𝐶𝑡 ) × (1 − e(−_𝑌 2𝑡 ) ) × e(−_𝐸𝑡 ) ×
(1 − e(−_𝐼 𝑡 ) ) + . . . + . . . + (1 − e(−_𝑇 𝑡 ) ) × e(−_𝐶𝑡 ) ×
(1 − e(−_𝑌 2𝑡 ) ) × e(−_𝐸𝑡 ) × (1 − e(−_𝐼 𝑡 ) )

Theorem 3: Containment Intact at Low Pressure
⊢ Ω𝑁

𝐶
[L;M;S;T] ⇒

prob p (OUTCOME_CLASS_I_BWR LIEs LStates) =
(1 − e(−_𝐿𝑡 ) ) × (1 − e(−_𝑈 𝑡 ) ) × e(−_𝑍 𝑡 ) × (1 − e(−_𝑉 𝑡 ) ) ×

(1 − e(−_𝑄𝑡 ) ) × e(−_𝑌 2𝑡 ) × . . . + . . . + (1 − e(−_𝑆𝑡 ) ) +
(1 − e(−_𝑈 𝑡 ) ) × e(−_𝑍 𝑡 ) × (1 − e(−_𝑉 𝑡 ) ) × (1 − e(−_𝑄𝑡 ) ) ×
e(−_𝑌 2𝑡 ) × . . . + . . . +. . . + (1 − e(−_𝑀 𝑡 ) ) ×
(1 − e(−_𝑈 𝑡 ) ) × e(−_𝑍 𝑡 ) × (1 − e(−_𝑉 𝑡 ) ) × (1 − e(−_𝑌 3𝑡 ) ) ×
e(−_𝐶𝑡 ) + . . . + . . . + (1 − e(−_𝑇 𝑡 ) ) × (1 − e(−_𝑈 𝑡 ) ) ×
(1 − e(−_𝑍 𝑡 ) ) × (1 − e(−_𝑌 3𝑡 ) ) × e(−_𝐶𝑡 )

Theorem 4: BWR of Power Plant Functions Correctly
⊢ Ω𝑁

𝐶
[L;M;S;T] ⇒

prob p (OUTCOME_SUCCESS_BWR LIEs LStates) =
1 -(
(1 − e(−_𝐿𝑡 ) ) × e(−_𝐶𝑡 ) × e(−_𝑌 2𝑡 ) × e(−_𝑌 3𝑡 ) × e(−_𝑄𝑡 ) ×
(1 − e(−_𝑋 𝑡 ) ) × (1 − e(−_𝑊 𝑡 ) ) + . . . + (1 − e(−_𝑀 𝑡 ) ) ×
e(−_𝐶𝑡 ) × e(−_𝑌 2𝑡 ) × e(−_𝑌 3𝑡 ) × (1 − e(−_𝑄𝑡 ) ) × e(−_𝑈 𝑡 ) ×
(1 − e(−_𝑋 𝑡 ) ) × . . . + . . . + (1 − e(−_𝑆𝑡 ) ) × e(−_𝐶𝑡 ) ×
(1 − e(−_𝑌 3𝑡 )) × e(−_𝑈 𝑡 ) × (1 − e(−_𝑋 𝑡 ) ) × (1 − e(−_𝑊 𝑡 ) ) +
. . . + (1 − e(−_𝐿𝑡 ) ) × e(−_𝐶𝑡 ) × (1 − e(−_𝑌 3𝑡 )) ×
(1 − e(−_𝑈 𝑡 ) ) × e(−_𝑍 𝑡 ) × e(−_𝑉 𝑡 ) × . . . + . . . + . . . +
(1 − e(−_𝑇 𝑡 ) ) × e(−_𝐶𝑡 ) × (1 − e(−_𝑌 2𝑡 ) ) × (1 − e(−_𝐸𝑡 ) ) +
. . . + (1 − e(−_𝑀 𝑡 ) ) × e(−_𝐶𝑡 ) × (1 − e(−_𝑌 2𝑡 ) ) × e(−_𝐸𝑡 ) ×
(1 − e(−_𝐼 𝑡 ) ) + . . . + . . . + (1 − e(−_𝐿𝑡 ) ) × (1 − e(−_𝑈 𝑡 ) ) ×
e(−_𝑍 𝑡 ) × (1 − e(−_𝑉 𝑡 ) ) × (1 − e(−_𝑄𝑡 ) ) × e(−_𝑌 2𝑡 ) × . . . +
(1 − e(−_𝑆𝑡 ) ) × (1 − e(−_𝑈 𝑡 ) ) × e(−_𝑍 𝑡 ) × (1 − e(−_𝑉 𝑡 ) ) ×
. . . + . . . + . . .

)
In order to validate our formally verified results and com-

pare their accuracy with other main stream reliability ap-
proaches, we have developed Standard Meta Language (SML)
functions to numerically compute the verified probabilistic
expressions at the subsystem level. In the sequel, we com-
pare our formal analysis results with those obtained using:
(1) manual paper-and-pencil analysis we conducted the fol-
lowing the FBD step-wise assessment proposed in [11]; (2)
the commercial Isograph software for ET analysis [12]; and
(3) MATLAB Monte-Carlo Simulation (MCS) following the
random-based algorithm proposed in [18]. The objective
of the experiment is to compare the different approaches
from the modeling effort and computation point of views.
The MCS randomly predicts the real behavior patterns to
estimate the average value of the various safety classes of
complete/partial failure and reliability. On the other hand,
Isograph does not analyze FBDs directly but rather ET mod-
els only, and hence the FBD of the BRW (Fig. 7) had to be
converted to a flat network of ETs. We consider the failure
rates of the nuclear power plant components _𝐿 , _𝑀 , _𝑆 , _𝑇 ,
_𝐶 , _𝑌 2, _𝑌 3, _𝑄 , _𝑊 , _𝑈 , _𝑍 , _𝑉 , _𝐸 , _𝑋 , _𝐼 to be, respectively,
0.11, 0.12, 0.15, 0.16, 0.21, 0.15, 0.21, 0.57, 0.42, 0.23, 0.22, 0.16,
0.12, 0.57, and 0.46 per year [10]. Table 1 summarizes the
computed SML, manual, Isograph and MATLAB results for
all outcome classes.

It can be noticed that the results of safety classes obtained
from our formal analysis are equivalent to the corresponding
ones calculated using paper-and-pencil as well as Isograph
software augmented with added accuracy in the computed
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Table 1. Safety Class Results of the Nuclear Power Plant

Classes Manual Isograph MATLAB HOL4

CLASS I 0.01308 0.0131 0.0195 0.01308055491
CLASS II 0.05685 0.0569 0.0628 0.05684465922
CLASS III 0.02506 0.0251 0.0303 0.02506380531
CLASS IV 0.09554 0.0955 0.0896 0.09554010593
SUCCESS 0.80947 0.8095 0.7978 0.80947082132
CPU Time
(Seconds) – 35.461 112.928 8.123

values. On the other hand, MATLAB MCS uses a random-
based algorithm, which estimates different results at every
generation of a random number with errors between 3-8%.
Moreover, the total CPU time for the above safety classes
analysis using the SML functions is much faster than Iso-
graph (4X) and MATLAB MCS (14X), as shown in Table 1.
The experiments were performed on core i5, 2.20 GHz proces-
sor, running under Linux VM with 1 GB of RAM. It required
several days to model the nuclear power plant using the man-
ual analysis while it was less time consuming (a matter of
hours) using the Isograph software and MATLAB MCS, but
the least modeling time is through using the HOL4 theorem
prover. This clearly elucidates that our multi-level analysis
of multi-state events is not only providing the correct re-
sults but also formally proven probabilistic expressions (The-
orems 1-4) compared to all existing techniques. Therefore,
we are providing the first formal mechanical analysis of FBDs
ever, augmented with the rigor of HOL theorem proving for
accurate subsystem-level safety evaluation. Moreover, our
proposed formalization is capable of enabling the verifica-
tion of all possible safety classes of complete/partial failure
of critical systems of any size and compute their reliabil-
ity events simultaneously. For instance, our FBD formaliza-
tion framework can handle a realistic nuclear power plant
generation system consisting of multi-level decomposition
subsystems, where each subsystem is composed of𝑀 com-
ponents and each component is associated with multi-state
failure and success consequence events.

4 Conclusions
We used a novel methodology based on formal techniques
to conduct a multi-state probabilistic risk assessment of a
safety-critical nuclear power plant system. Using the HOL4
theorem prover, we accurately verified its probabilistic ex-
pressions for all possible risk consequence classes that can
occur at the subsystem level. Moreover, we evaluated the for-
mally verified probabilistic expressions of BWR safety classes
using SML functions and compared them to existing infor-
mal approaches of MATLAB Monte-Carlo random-based
algorithms, the Isograph ET analysis tool and manual paper-
and-pencil mathematical analysis. We believe that our work

will help safety design engineers to meet the desired quality
requirements. As future work, we plan to develop an inte-
grated framework with a GUI for FBD modeling and linking
ET tools with the FBD formalization in HOL4.
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